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Cooking with Paula Deen - September-October 2008

Juliska’s remarkably durable ceramics are ovenproof. So take advantage of
that benefit and warm your dinner plates in the oven before serving to keep
hot things hot! Need to reheat something? Juliska ceramics also are
microwaveable – as well as freezer and dishwasher safe.

Berry and Thread Round Dinner Plate (JDR/W)

Cooking with Paula Deen - September-October 2008

Introducing the "Alcazar" Dessert Plate from Juliska’s new Jardins du Monde
collection. Named for the exotic Spanish garden with its lavish blend of
cultures, this dessert plate stands alone or adds depth and exuberance to our
Berry and Thread pattern. Our Berry and Thread Square Baker sits in the
background.

Alcazar Dessert Plate (JMA02/10)

Berry and Thread Square Baker (JA33/W)

Connecticut Cottages & Gardens - September 2008

So what if you loose a bubble or two when drinking champagne from a
coupe/champagne saucer? They make such a lovely statement that you
won’t mind. And they also serve as a glamorous dish for sorbet. (You’ll see
Juliska in the center, fourth from the right.)

Jessica Champagne Saucer (B226J/C)

Hamptons Cottages & Gardens - August 2008

Keep a lid on it! Our covered urn makes the perfect candy dish. Or leave it
empty to better show the design – a vessel that’s both optic and clear,
joined by Juliska’s signature “berry and thread.”

Graham Small Covered Urn (B339)
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Elegant Bride - Summer 2008

Celebrate with the best! The spiral threading on Juliska’s Amalia
Champagne Flute mimics the effervescence of the bubbles in the glass –
adding to the spirit of a wedding toast or to any occasion, for that matter.

Amalia Champagne Flute (B230A/C)

Elegant Bride - Summer 2008

No matter what bubbly wine you serve, do it with panache! An elegant flute
even makes ginger ale taste festive. One of ours is so stylish and versatile
that it originally started out as a petite vase. (Juliska flutes: two, four and
seven from the left.)

Florence Flute/Petite Vase (B178/C)

Graham Flute (B281/C)

Fiorella (B89/C)

Victoria - July-August 2008

Just looking at a pitcher full of refreshing, summery spritzers will take the
edge off a hot day and lower your internal thermometer a notch or two.
The perfect serving pitcher and glasses. . . why Juliska, of course.

Isabella Round Pitcher (V113)

Fiorella Large Goblet (B118)

Elle Décor - June 2008

What’s Hot, indeed! Juliska’s Boutique and Café in Stamford, CT,
recreates the retail store experience for anyone who loves entertaining –
and finding slightly quirky gifts. Shop the entire Juliska collection in chic
surroundings – and sip a cappuccino while you do it.
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lO Magazine - June 2008

No matter if everyone at the table is drinking something different. The
short-stemmed Fiorella Medium Goblet is just the right size, and an
excellent choice, whether you’re serving wine, water, iced tea - even
an elegant double old fashioned.

Fiorella Medium Goblet (B133/C)

Luxe - Summer 2008

It’s almost magical that glass can be created black – or deepest
aubergine, which is the closest glass blowers can get to that midnight
color. Our Harriet Black Goblets are exceedingly dramatic and just
plain handsome in a Rhett Butler/Clark Gabel/Gone with the Wind
sort of way.

Harriet Large Goblet (B118/BK)

O at Home - Summer 2008

Whether standing alone or in a grouping, Juliska’s globe pendants are a
clear statement of artisanship. Hang them over a dinner table, in a
hallway or powder room, clustered in a spiral in a foyer – anywhere
that calls for chic ambient lighting.

Harriet Globe Pendant (B344/C)

Food & Wine - June 2008

Whether it’s homemade or scooped from the container, ice cream
tastes much sweeter when served in our Fiorella Compote.

Fiorella Compote (B153/C)
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Connecticut Cottages & Gardens - May 2008

For the second year in a row, Connecticut Cottages & Gardens chose
our Ursula Tall Compote as the trophy for its Innovation in Design
Award. Stately and magnificent, it’s a coveted treasure worthy of a
prominent display.

Ursula Tall Compote (B208/C)

House Beautiful - May 2008

It’s a delicious way to serve berries – especially since one of the
charming details in Juliska’s Berry and Thread™ pattern resembles a
raspberry. This shallow bowl has a scalloped edge – just like the
dessert plates in the background.

Berry and Thread™ Pasta Bowl in Pistachio Green (JSPS/PG)

Berry and Thread™ Scallop Dessert Plate in Pistachio Green (JDSS/PG)

Minnesota Monthly - May 2008

The graceful curves of Juliska’s Berry and Thread™ ceramic vase
elegantly embrace a few springs of flowers – just enough to add a
touch of color to a kitchen windowsill or bedside table. Additional
soothing colors – pistachio green and butter yellow.

Petite Vase B (JA43B/W)

Southern Lady - May-June 2008

On the cover, our Fiorella compote beautifully holds enough
strawberries, cake and creamy filling for an individual serving.
Inside, Juliska’s Berry and Thread™ dinnerware in Pistachio Green
artfully offsets the red and yellow tomatoes.

Fiorella Compote (B153/C)

Berry and Thread™ Dinner Plate (JDR/PG)

Berry and Thread™ Tea Plate (JST/PG)

Berry and Thread™ Dessert/Salad Plate (JDSS/PG)
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Delta Magazine - May-June 2008

Sipping wine or iced tea from Juliska’s new black glass collection is the
essence of chic. The melted glass, which is actually a combination of
deepest violet and cobalt blue, adds drama and mystery to any table
setting.

Harriet Large Goblet (B118/BK)

Florence Medium Tumbler (B9/BK)

Delta Magazine - May-June 2008

Tea time will never be the same! And your favorite buttery shortbread,
chocolate cupcakes or special occasion tea cake will never look more
tempting. At 12.5-inches high, it’s a perfect size to keep prominently
displayed.

Ursula Tea Cake Dome/Pedestal Set (B333SET/C)

Elle Décor - May 2008

Setting an eclectic table is effortless with Juliska’s Fiorella goblet.
Given the elegance of its shape and the simplicity of the threading
detail at the base of the vessel, Fiorella goes with everything –
beautifully.

Fiorella Medium Goblet (B133)

Town & Country - Spring-Summer 2008

Want to make a lasting impression on a special couple? Look no
further! Our Ursula Tall Compote is a drop-dead gorgeous show-
stopper. Surround it with candlesticks, fill it with flowers, or let it stand
alone in all its glory.

Ursula Tall Footed Compote (B208/C)
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Martha Stewart Weddings - Spring 2008

Green glassware – a chic addition to a breakfast table – complements the
celadon and gold tones in the dishes. The Olivia tumbler, with two “berries” at
the waist, is just the right size for water and juice – or wine at lunch or dinner.

Olivia Small Tumbler (V99A/G)

Connecticut Cottages & Gardens - April 2008

Refined yet dramatic – our Berry placemats and napkins make a bold, crisp
accent for white dinnerware. Or for a new way of looking at tone on tone, layer
with Juliska’s Ice Blue, Vintage Pink or Pistachio Green ceramics.

Berry Napkin/Lime (LB10/20)

Home Décor - March 2008

Juliska received special tabletop industry recognition January 19, winning the
ARTS Award for Tabletop Manufacturer. Capucine Gooding, Juliska’s Design
Director, accepted the award at the gala dinner held during the Dallas
Market.

Elegant Bride - Winter 2007 - 2008

Welcome everyone to the table with a colorful napkin invitingly positioned
on a Juliska Berry and Thread charger. Then replace the napkin with the
first course – here a colorful fruit soup. Our Vivian goblet stands at the
ready for wine or water.

Berry and Thread Charger (JCS/W)

Berry and Thread Pasta/Soup Bowl (JSPS/W)
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Martha Stewart Living - January 2008

Large Fiorella Goblets have the graceful slim lines and delicate detail that
beautifully grace a dinner table anywhere, any time. Juliska’s Fiorella
goblets (in four sizes plus a champagne flute) are particularly popular for
just that reason.

Fiorella Large Goblet (B118)

Southern Accents - January - February 2008

Flowers and more flowers! A girls-only Valentine’s party calls for an
extravagant display in delicious shades of pink and red – with touches of
green for a striking contrast. Juliska compotes and trumpet vases show
these glorious bouquets to their best advantage.

Amalia Fluted Vase (B244A/C)

Southern Accents - January - February 2008

Drinks are definitely dramatic in our leggy McCleary martini glasses –
and especially so when served from an elegantly slim McCleary martini
pitcher. A simple berry and thread detail adds minimal detail to accent
both pieces.

McCleary Martini Glass (B214/C)

McCleary Martini Pitcher (B212/C)

O at Home - Winter 2007

The color is stunning, the bubbles are enchanting and the glass is pure
Juliska. With a classic Venetian stem, our Fiorella flute has the perfect
proportions for anything with lots of fizz. Bellini’s – but of course!

Fiorella Flute (B89/C)
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Southern Accents - November-December 2007

Special occasions are even more celebratory when champagne’s
involved. Thousands of tiny bubbles and elegant glassware create a
perfect “toasting” environment, and the spiral “threading” on Juliska’s
Amalia flute simply enhances the effect.

Amalia Champagne Flute (B230A/C/S2)

Grace Ormonde Wedding Style - Fall-Winter 2007

The slight optic effect of our rose bowl is minimally enhanced by a single
band of threading and four “berry” details. But don’t just use it for roses.
Other small bouquets look equally charming in it.

Small Rose Bowl (B254/C)

Departures - July-August 2007

Let them eat cake – though a two- or three-layered confection shows so
beautifully under Juliska's cake dome that you may just want to look at it.

Isabella cake dome and pedestal (B134SET/C)

Connecticut Cottages & Gardens - June 2007

Our artful and elegant Berry and Thread teapot graces the cover of
Connecticut Cottages & Gardens’ June issue. Inside, readers are
introduced to Juliska’s new Petit Singe pattern and the recently redesign
Flagship Store.

Berry & Thread Whitewash Teapot (JA25/W)
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Southern Lady - May-June 2007

Juliska’s small Eve Compote lifts the flowers to eye level so that everyone
can see just how beautiful they are. For floral punctuation closer to the
tabletop, float single blossoms in our baby-sized bowls.

Isabella Baby Bowl (VOBI/C)

At Home in Fairfield County - Spring 2007

Florence pendant lights sparkle in the sunlight of this minimalist kitchen.
Though the pinched blobs of glass on the pendants look “modern,” they’re
a design element found in 16th century glass.

Florence Pendant Lamp (B228F/C)

Shelter - March-April 2007

Shelter spied our napkin rings – finding them suitable for both takeout
and stately dinners. Two colors, two patterns – take your pick.

Berry Napkin Rings (B235/C)

Martha Stewart Weddings - Winter 2007

Registering for wine glasses? Think larger for red wine and smaller for
white. Our Fiorella and Gabriella Goblets, for example, are perfect.

Fiorella Large Goblet (B118/C)
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Kahlua Recipe Booklet - 2007

Any drink is dramatic when presented in our Fiorella glassware with its
clean lines, classic Venetian stem and minimal “thread” detail. The flute
and goblets, in several sizes, are available in clear and green.

Fiorella Large Goblet (B118/G)

Fiorella Flute (B89/C)

Martha Stewart Living - December 2006

When it comes time to dish up dessert, our Fiorella individual compote
holds just the right amount to satisfy a sweet tooth.

Fiorella Compote (B153/C)

The Entertaining Touch - 2006

Individual fruit trifles – the perfect way to ensure each guest gets a fair
share of the component parts, including the whipping cream enhanced
white chocolate pudding. Three goblets and a champagne flute round
out the Fiorella collection.

Fiorella Compote (B153/C)

Martha Stewart Living - November 2006

Juliska’s Fiorella Goblets – noted for their classic silhouettes – add sparkle
to the table setting at Martha's festive table.

Fiorella Large Goblet (B118/C)
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Bon Appetit - November 2006

Chocolates nestled in our Amalia Candy Dish add a sweet finish to this
Thanksgiving dinner. Olivia, Gabriella and Fiorella glassware graces the
table.

Amalia Candy Dish ( B245A/C)

Olivia Small Tumbler (V99A/C)

Fiorella Large Goblet (B118/C)

Shelter - July-August 2006

The rim of our Amalia Cake Pedestal serves as the brim for this Mad
Hatter’s chapeau. The pedestal also comes with a dome.

Amalia Cake Pedestal (B135SET/C)

Town & Country Weddings - Spring-Summer 2006

New finds for brides include Juliska’s Berry & Thread stoneware from
Portugal. Ice Blue layers handsomely with our five other available colors.
Freezer, oven, microwave and dishwasher safe.

Berry & Thread Stoneware (J5P/PG)

O at Home - Winter 2006

Our Fiorella champagne flutes add sparkle to this
voluptuous holiday buffet table. But Fiorella’s
timeless elegance is at home in any setting.

Fiorella Champagne Flute (B89/C)


